Homelessness: A Prominent Sign of Social Inequalities

FEB. 11TH 2019
1:15 – 2:30 PM
CONFERENCE ROOM A, UN HEADQUARTERS, NEW YORK

This event will examine homelessness as a direct consequence of social inequalities and inefficient governmental policies through the experiences of advocates, researchers, policy makers and people living on the streets. Speakers will contribute to an open dialogue on the importance of addressing the structural causes of homelessness in order to achieve the 2030 Agenda of ensuring adequate housing for all.

Speakers:
1. Ms. Geraldine Byrne Nason, Ambassador of Ireland to the UN
2. Ms. Karinna Soto Abarca, Sub-Secretary of Social Services – Secretariat of Social Development – Government of Chile
3. Ms. Julieta Perucca, Senior Aide to the Special Rapporteur on the Right to Housing & Coordinator for The Shift
4. Ms. Nan Roman, President of National Alliance to End Homelessness
5. Ms. Iris Bailey, Representative from LEFSA

Moderator: Catherine Prendergast, NGO Rep of the Daughters of Charity

RSVP: NGOWGEH@GMAIL.COM